Modelocking of a thin-disk laser with the frequency-doubling nonlinear-mirror technique.
We demonstrate a frequency-doubling nonlinear-mirror (NLM) modelocked thin-disk laser. This modelocking technique, composed of an intracavity second harmonic crystal in combination with a dichroic output coupler, offers robust operation decoupled from cavity stability (as in semiconductor saturable absorber mirror (SESAM) modelocking) combined with an ultrafast saturable loss and high modulation depth (as in Kerr-lens modelocking (KLM)). With our NLM diode-pumped Yb:YAG thin-disk laser we achieve 21 W of average power at 323-fs pulse duration, which is an order of magnitude shorter than the previously obtained duration with the same technique in bulk lasers. Using these first results, we present a theoretical model for the NLM technique, which accurately predicts its loss modulation properties and the shortest achievable pulse duration without relying on any fitting parameters. Based on this simulation, we expect that the NLM technique will enable thin-disk lasers with average power of more than 100 W, with potentially sub-200 fs pulses. This could potentially solve the pulse duration limitations with SESAM modelocked Yb:YAG thin-disk lasers without imposing strong cavity stability constraints such as in KLM.